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Simply brighter.

  

Power

Input voltage 

Beam angle 

Colour 

Colour temperature  

Luminous flux

Light source

Ambient temperature range

Dimming  

IP code  

Colour rendering index (CRI) 

Energy class

Diffusor

Control

Materials, colours

Set up 

HEXAGON 40  HEXAGON 80

 12W 20W

12V DC or 24V DC 

120°

monocolour or CCT

3000K, 4000K, 5000K

530 lm 920 lm

LED

from  -20°C to 40°C

dimmable

IP40

80, 90 (depends on the LED strip)

A++

Opal, PMMA

Remote controller

Aluminium black or silver

Steel cord wires for hanging or 
screwed to flat surfaces

HEXAGON 40  
STRONG

HEXAGON 80 
STRONG

 24W 46W

24V DC 

120°

monocolour or CCT

3000K, 4000K, 5000K

1030 lm 1380 lm

LED

from  -20°C to 40°C

dimmable

IP40

80, 90 (depends on the LED strip)

A++

Opal, PMMA

Remote controller

Aluminium black or silver

Steel cord wires for hanging or 
screwed to flat surfaces

RING 60  RING 80

 16W 19W

12V DC or 24V DC 

120°

monocolour or CCT

3000K, 4000K, 5000K

790 lm 1040 lm

LED

from  -20°C to 40°C

dimmable

IP40

80, 90 (depends on the LED strip)

A++

Opal, PMMA

Remote controller

Aluminium black or silver

Steel cord wires for hanging 

Decorative  
lighting
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Simply brighter.

HEXAGON 40

HEXAGON 40

HEXAGON 40 STRONG

RING 60

RING 60 RING 80

RING 80

HEXAGON 40 
STRONG

HEXAGON 80 
STRONGHEXAGON 80

HEXAGON 80

HEXAGON 80 STRONG
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Decorative luminaire

Modern LED lighting with a geometric shape allows you to create different light patterns on the 

ceiling or wall. Hexagon is available in two standard sizes 40 and 80 cm. With the optional color 

temperature adjustment feature, you can control the ambience of your space. You want a relaxing, 

peaceful evening, choose a pleasantly warm light. You want to work efficiently, set a neutral color. 

You want a modern interior, stimulating to action, switch to a cool white. In addition, dimmability 

helps you adjust the intensity of the so that it fully adapts to the interior.
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Decorative  
luminaire

The aluminium frame of the lamp has 
undergone a bending process, resulting in  
a beautiful and smooth form. Light circles can 
be hung on the ceiling. RING  is  available  in  
two  standard  dimensions  of  60  and  80cm 
diameter. LED light can be dim, pleasantly 
warm or smoothly changed into a neutral 
or cool white colour that supports focus 
and work. The lamp can be used as main or 
decorative lighting.

RIN G

HEXAG   N

Remote control

Mounting on the ceilingSuspension possibility  
at any angle

Mounting on the ceilingMounting on the wall Profile color
silver or black

Profile color
silver or black

Different shape?
Interesting design?

Unusual size?

Do You have an idea for  
a lighting solution?

We will design it and make 
it happen!


